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Review norms for distance learning I encourage, but don’t 
require, students to keep 

their camera on. It allows me 
to get to know my students 
as well as try to get a sense 

of what they’re 
understanding based on 

their demeanor. I also 
encourage all students to 
use the Synchronous time 

each week to ask questions 
to get clarification on 

concepts and procedures. 
They may also schedule 

time to meet with me during 
the Asynchronous portion of 

the day.
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                            Accessing the Class Meeting via Teams

Students click on the the link in Google Classroom for their specific class period.

Once I open the meeting, students may join. Their microphones should be muted.

If it appears the meeting has not started, there may be a technical issue; I’ve told students to be 
patient and split their screen so they can still see the teams window but can then work on 
assignments in Google Classroom while they wait. Unfortunately, there have been and continue 
to be connectivity issues on both sides...teachers and students...but most of the time, they have 
been resolved quickly. If students are unable to connect for an entire class period, they should 
go to Google Classroom and look at the day’s slides and begin the day’s assignments. If they 
need help, they should email me and set up a time to meet during Asynchronous learning time. 
If Teams is down, students should always check Google Classroom for an update on what they 
should be doing.

Activities during the ‘live’ time include teaching content, having discussions, doing/modeling labs 
and investigations, answering questions, taking assessments, and connecting with students. 
Encouraging your students to be active participants helps create a better learning environment.  
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                            Accessing the Class Meeting via Teams continued

Some students are logging in to the meeting and they are not engaged. They 
may be playing games or be on their phones, and we have no indication.

Without participating in the daily lessons, and activities, test grades will 
suffer.

In addition, I may give random ‘exit tickets’ and end of class assignments 
before leaving. Lack of engagement will result in an inability to answer 
questions.

I may also call on students randomly during class. Some students are failing 
to respond when called upon.

Please check student grades regularly to observe patterns.
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Google Classroom - The Place Students Go to Get Information/Assignments

Google Classroom opens to the Stream page. This is where students find important 
announcements.

Students click at the top on “Classwork” to find Contact Information, Teams Link, Assignments, 
Online Learning Basics, and a copy of the Schedule.

The “Contact Information” topic explains how students can access their student Gmail account to 
email me.

The “Teams Link” includes the link students need to access their ‘live’ Team Meeting.

The Slides and Daily Assignments are grouped by week, with the most recent week at the top. 
The icon that looks like a clipboard with lines          indicates an Assignment. The icon that looks 
like this         is information material. It might be instructions, a required reading or video, or 
something similar.
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Google Classroom - continued

I post the daily slides that I present in class so that students may view them again or to 
see what they missed if they are absent. 

Below the weekly assignments is a topic called “Online Learning Basics”. Here they’ll find 
a link to the District Tech Support page, a link to our websites, and a link to access TCI 
(their online book). I may also post “How to” instructions regarding technology under this 
topic. For example, instructions on taking a video and adding it to a slide using the 
Chromebook. 

The Classwork page also includes a copy of the Schedule outlining the days and times 
the different classes meet.

Grades in Classroom are not final. Check PowerSchool for final grades.
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Curriculum
Our curriculum is based on the NGSS 7th Grade standards. 

Our major units of study are: Chemistry, Ecology, Earth’s Systems and 
Family Life

During Synchronous Learning (our time together), we’ll focus on lessons, 
discussions, activities, and simple labs, while Asynchronous Learning (time 
outside our class meetings) will be the time for reading & video 
assignments, finishing up work, and getting extra help.

Our textbook, TÇI, is available online and the next slide outlines how to 
access the book, although you may use your actual copy of the book to do 
your reading, if you prefer.
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Accessing TCI...the online Textbook

The easiest way for students to access their online book is through Google 
Classroom by clicking on ‘Logging into TCI’ under the ‘Online Learning Basics’ 
topic. Then at the next page, click on log in with Google if given the option, then 
look for the purple TCI icon and click on it.

OR

If students are not in Google Classroom, they can go to the Sutter website; scroll 
down the left side and under ‘Additional Links’ click on Clever; then click on ‘log in 
with Google, then look for the purple TCI icon and click on it. 
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Reading Assignments in TCI
Once in TCI, they’ll look in the purple menu at the left of the screen and select a topic depending on 
the assignment. For reading assignments, click on “Text with Notes”(#1); then be sure they’re on 
the correct lesson by looking at the Lesson box (#2)in the upper left hand corner of the page. If not, 
click on the triangle in the right hand side of the box and use the drop down menu to find the correct 
lesson. They’ll do the same thing to be sure they’re in the right Section (#3). They can then read the 
assigned sections online and if questions are assigned, they type in the answers in the boxes at the 
end of each section. There is no need to submit them. We can view them online.

#1

#2 #3
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   Accessing TCI...the online Textbook 
(continued)

For the Lesson Games, which are sometimes 
assigned at the end of lessons as a way to review for 
tests, they would click on Lesson Game in the purple 
column on the left and then be sure to look in the upper 
left hand corner of the Lesson Game to be sure it was 
the correct lesson number. If not, use the drop down 
menu to change it.

They may retake the Lesson Game as many times as 
they’d like. 
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Grades and Late Work:

● Students will be assigned traditional letter grades.

● Grades are calculated by dividing points earned by total points possible.

● To achieve success, students are encouraged to be attentive during class, 

ask questions, participate in discussions, do all work in a timely fashion, 

review and study for quizzes and tests. 

● LATE WORK will be accepted, with a maximum of 70% of points possible, up 

until the time of a test on the Lesson for which that assignment was given. 

● Please encourage your students to communicate with me and ask for help.

● Check grades on Power School and encourage your child to do the same. 
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If students are absent...what should they do?

● Daily slides and assignments are posted in Google Classroom. 

● If possible, students should check what they missed on the days their class 

meets and review the slides and do the assignments. That way they don’t fall 

behind. 

● Students can email me for clarification of assignments if needed.

● If students are not able to access their work during their absence, they 

should access it as soon as they are able and communicate with me for 

clarification of concepts or specific requirements of assignments.

● If necessary, they may schedule time to meet with me during Asynchronous 

Learning time for some additional help
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How to Contact Me

If you have concerns or questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me via email.

Please include your child’s first and last name and their period number.

Ms. Freitas:  jfreitas@fcusd.org

Even though school looks a bit different this year, I am excited to be teaching 

Science to your students. With a positive attitude, flexibility and patience, I am 

looking forward to a successful year!
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